Centroid-based maximum intensity projections.
Maximum intensity projection (MIP) is a three-dimensional visualization technique for tomographic angiograms. While conventional MIPs display contralateral vascular anatomy, this study uses centroid calculations to remove this information. It is necessary to provide accurate, unambiguous vessel depiction and identical projections regardless of slice orientation. A mathematical model was formed using parameters from clinical images of the head. The vessel widths from the resulting projections were measured and compared with the model. To test the consistency of the projection process, a clinical image set was reformatted and projections of the same view were compared. The vessel widths were smaller than in the model while varying interpolation and noise. Similar projection views were generated for all slice orientations, but some misalignment was present. Vessel width is affected by the ray's path length and interpolation method. Some slight misalignment is present because the reformatting process alters the centroid calculations.